
KORVER PHOTOGRAPHY 

Wedding Photography FAQ 

What do we get if we hire you? 

 We believe in documenting your entire day, not just a four or six hour time frame. Having this 
philosophy allows the day’s events to happen organically and not forced by a photographer trying to get 
certain shots before they leave. We are very easy going, love what we do, and strive to make everyone 
jealous of your photographs! 

 You will receive a blog post within a couple of days of your event, which contains around 100 of our 
favorite images. After about 8-10 weeks, your complete website will be up and filled with around 800 
meticulously edited and color corrected images. Your family and friends will be able to download and use all 
the images we take without an embedded watermark. We want people to enjoy your photos and not be 
restricted by the photographer trying to make an 
extra dollar. We feel this is one of our best selling 
points. 

 All the images we post on the website will 
also be loaded onto a USB drive in full resolution. 
You could feasibly print pictures that are poster 
sized. We offer prints and albums, but we 
recommend trying to make them yourself. We have 
helped many couples create them. 



What is your story? 

 I have always loved photography and have taken pictures since I was in 
grade school. I have been published in numerous places, from Good Housekeeping, 
to USA Today, to CBS News, to ABC News, and more. I also have a background in 
teaching and use these skills when working with people. I love wedding 
photography because I get to create art and meet great people on one of the most 
important days of their life. 

 My second photographer is my sister Kaitlin. She has the ideal blend of 
goofiness and professionalism. She can work with the bride’s side and not have to 
leave the room during the portions of the day spent getting ready. I do not work 
with anyone else for two reasons: 1. she is that good, and 2. we compliment each 
other perfectly. Kaitlin’s images are indistinguishable from mine. If both of us shoot 
your wedding, you are really getting two photographers for the price of one! 

What do you need from us? 

 All we really need are addresses, phone numbers, and a very brief outline of 
the day. We have been taking wedding photographs for over 10 years and come 
prepared!  We try to shoot only one wedding per weekend. Our summer months are 
the busiest and we average around 20 per year. We work on a first come first served 
basis. To hold your date we need a 500 dollar deposit and a signed contract.  

Do you do group shots? Posed shots? 

 We suggest a minimum number of group shots because they take up time, 
and it can be difficult trying to gather everyone together. Normally it takes between 
30-60 minutes for group shots. As for posed shots, we find various times throughout 
the day to grab some images of just the two of you. Ninety five percent of our 
images are not posed. We look to let events unfold, wait for the decisive moment 
and then press the shutter.  Many times you won’t even be aware that these pictures 
are being taken. 

 Our goal has always been to create and capture your day in the most unique, 
artistic, and professional way possible.  Thank you for your time, and we hope you 
choose Korver Photography!  

Sincerely, 

Erik & Kaitlin

What Korver 
Photography Brides 
have said about our 
work: 

“I have heard nothing 
but positive 
comments from 
friends and family. 
Most people have said 
you have taken the 
best wedding photos 
they've ever seen! 
Again, thank you, I 
couldn't be more 
grateful!” 

“All I can say is 
WOW!!! The pictures 
are so amazing, I 
don't even have 
words for it! Thank 
you so, so much! You 
both were amazing 
and I absolutely loved 
working with you.”    

“I can't thank you 
enough, they are 
amazing and you guys 
are truly talented. So 
many people are 
impressed by our 
wedding photos. My 
mother hasn't 
stopped crying, she's 
so happy.”


